Fixed glass roof F105
Double glass with internal air chamber, and
reinforced aluminium front structure with
columns with integrated downspouts and gutter

It is a fixed glass roof, which gives us a big
thermic insulation, and, at the same time a
great luminosity. Weather proof and
assures us a total water tightness.
It is supplied from the factory completely
finished, to make easy the assembly on
site.
The supply of this roof includes its front
aluminium structure internally reinforced
with rectangular galvanized steel tube and
columns with integrated downspouts and
gutter.
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The minimum recommended pitch is 10%.
The roof has a 28mm gap for double
glazing. Also it could have laminated
glazing.
The maximum sizes between axes of the
modules is of 900 mm. The maximum fall
that we can reach is 3 meters.
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The finished of profiles are available in
any color of the RAL chart, anodized and
wood grain finished.
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The glazing finishes can be clear, parsol,
matt or solar protection.

Front view

Fixed glass roof F105
Double glass with internal air chamber,
and aluminium angle with gutter for structure

It is a fixed glass roof, which gives us a big
thermic insulation, and, at the same time a
great luminosity. Weather proof and
assures us a total water tightness.
It is supplied from the factory completely
finished, to make easy the assembly on
site.
The supply of this roof includes an
aluminum angle with gutter for a structure
(not included).
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The minimum recommended pitch is 10%.
The roof has a 28mm gap for double
glazing. Also it could have laminated
glazing.
The maximum sizes between axes of the
modules is of 900 mm. The maximum fall
that we can reach is 3 meters.
The finished of profiles are available in
any color of the RAL chart, anodized and
wood grain finished.
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The glazing finishes can be clear, parsol,
matt or solar protection.
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Front view

Fixed glass roof F105
Double glass with internal air chamber,
and aluminium angle for structure

It is a fixed glass roof, which gives us a big
thermic insulation, and, at the same time a
great luminosity. Weather proof and
assures us a total water tightness.
It is supplied from the factory completely
finished, to make easy the assembly on
site.
The supply of this roof includes an
aluminum angle for a structure (not
included).
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The minimum recommended pitch is 10%.
The roof has a 28 mm gap for double
glazing. Also it could have laminated
glazing.
The maximum sizes between axes of the
modules is of 900 mm. The maximum fall
that we can reach is 3 meters.
The finished of profiles are available in
any color of the RAL chart, anodized and
wood grain finished.
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The glazing finishes can be clear, parsol,
matt or solar protection.
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Fixed glass roof F105
Laminated glass, and reinforced aluminium front structure
with columns with integrated downspouts and gutter

It is a fixed glass roof, which gives us a big
thermic insulation, and, at the same time a
great luminosity. Weather proof and
assures us a total water tightness.
It is supplied from the factory completely
finished, to make easy the assembly on
site.
The supply of this roof includes its front
aluminium structure internally reinforced
with rectangular galvanized steel tube and
columns with integrated downspouts and
gutter.
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The minimum recommended pitch is 10%.
The roof has laminated glazing. Also it
could have double glass incorporated in a
28mm gap.
The maximum sizes between axes of the
modules is of 900 mm. The maximum fall
that we can reach is 3 meters.
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The finished of profiles are available in
any color of the RAL chart, anodized and
wood grain finished.
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The glazing finishes can be clear, parsol,
matt or solar protection.

Front view

Fixed glass roof F105
Laminated glass, and aluminium angle
with gutter for structure

It is a fixed glass roof, which gives us a big
thermic insulation, and, at the same time a
great luminosity. Weather proof and
assures us a total water tightness.
It is supplied from the factory completely
finished, to make easy the assembly on
site.
The supply of this roof includes an
aluminum angle with gutter for a structure
(not included).
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The minimum recommended pitch is 10%.
The roof has laminated glazing. Also it
could have double glass incorporated in a
28mm gap.
The maximum sizes between axes of the
modules is of 900 mm. The maximum fall
that we can reach is 3 meters.
The finished of profiles are available in
any color of the RAL chart, anodized and
wood grain finished.
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The glazing finishes can be clear, parsol,
matt or solar protection.
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Front view

Fixed glass roof F105
Laminated glass, and aluminium angle
for structure

It is a fixed glass roof, which gives us a big
thermic insulation, and, at the same time a
great luminosity. Weather proof and
assures us a total water tightness.
It is supplied from the factory completely
finished, to make easy the assembly on
site.
The supply of this roof includes an
aluminum angle for a structure (not
included).
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The minimum recommended pitch is 10%.
The roof has laminated glazing. Also it
could have double glass incorporated in a
28mm gap.
The maximum sizes between axes of the
modules is of 900 mm. The maximum fall
that we can reach is 3 meters.
The finished of profiles are available in
any color of the RAL chart, anodized and
wood grain finished.
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The glazing finishes can be clear, parsol,
matt or solar protection.
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